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New Methodology for Assessing and
Quantifying Post-Harvest Loss and Food
Waste Within a Value Chain

Development of this methodology was supported by Rockefeller and US-FFAR grant

Post-Harvest Loss and Food Waste
Reducing the huge volumes of Post-Harvest (PH) Food Losses and Waste
(FLW) is one of the key strategies for SDG 12.3 (Zero Hunger).
Quantifying FLW is essential for identifying hotspots in FLW and assessing
effectiveness of FLW reducing interventions and system changes. Measuring is one of
the means to identify the hotspots to select the most appropriate FLW reducing
interventions. However, measuring is time, data and resource intensive, which
prevents broad implementation of FLW monitoring. Moreover, FLW measuring is often
disturbed by lacking data and systemic faults. This hinders good comparison of chain
configurations. For instance, an intervention may shift losses from one stage to
another stage along the supply chain. Adequate monitoring of both stages is essential
for evaluating effectiveness of the intervention.
Considering that the overall goal is FLW reduction, Wageningen Food & Biobased
Research (WFBR) has developed a new approach allowing to move faster to the
implementation of interventions than many traditional approaches which often require
substantial means and time to collect FLW data via direct measurements at all stages
of the supply chain, without differentiating whether all the stages are critical control
point for losses/waste or not. The WFBR approach includes a pragmatic protocol for
PH FLW monitoring and associated GHG emissions. Key asset of this protocol is the
reduction of direct measurements and data collection to the most essential (for
instance the stages with high FLW or uncertainty on FLW, or stages which have been
identified as being of high risk in the supply chain) and use of secondary information
or expert-estimates for missing data. It is intended to boost FLW monitoring (lowering
drawbacks mentioned above) and to help pointing out causes and potential
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interventions for FLW.

PH-FLW protocol
WFBR has formulated a supporting protocol, that includes questionnaires and data
registration tables for each stage. A questionnaire that supports identification of
causes and potential interventions or system changes (phase 5 and 6) is more
product-specific; this is in development.
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Define the food supply system in scope and the KPIs, including levels of detail relevant for
adequate insight in the system / supply chain and the FLW.

1

List supply chain actors and their activities, and volumes of product flows: products that stay
in the food supply chain as well as FLW and other side streams.
Information sources: experts + secondary data

2

Prioritize supply chain activities with highest priority, either because FLW is most critical and
unsure in these and/or because these are expected to give best potential for optimization.
Furthermore, selected definition of FLW will determine where largest FLW occurs.

3

Improve the understanding of critical hotspots through direct measuring FLW on focus points in the
supply chain. Through preselecting focus before actual measurements, the efforts in actual data
collection is minimized. Result is an estimate percentage FLW underpinned by the minimum
measurement base.

4

Based on understanding of the food system (flow mapping), causes for the (hotspots) inefficiencies can
be identified. A supporting knowledge base is being developed to support this step.

5

Select potential interventions that may reduce the FLW or inefficiencies. Evaluate effectiveness based
on theoretical analysis or through comparing chain configurations (reference and intervened chains)
This assessment should address direct effects at the place of intervention as well as assessing (indirect)
effects elsewhere along the chain.
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